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Abstract|The World Wide Web (WWW) provides a great

opportunity for companies and individuals to publish their

ideas, products and everything they would like other peo-

ple to view. Since the Internet community and the Web

are expanding every day, the demand for user friendly Web

publishing applications is rising. The procedures that could

be followed by Internet users in order to publish content on

the web till now, were to either buy and read some books

on HTML and have some basic knowledge on Web Servers,

or pay an ISP a quite substantial amount of money to do

it for them. In this paper we �rst justify the necessity of

the existence of an alternative method for online web pub-

lishing. We then describe the method and a tool, called

e-DEDALUS, which can be used by many diverse Internet

user groups. An Internet user that has no previous expe-

rience in programming, or desktop design, will be able to

create his/her own Web site, online. The e-DEDALUS tool

that will be described in this paper aims at o�ering simplic-

ity, customisability and multilingual support to a substantial

number of WWW users.
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I. Introduction

A
S the Internet community is expanding, the World
Wide Web is becoming more than another commu-

nication facility. In our days the WWW is considered to
be a basic tool for communication, business and advertis-
ing. The number of Internet hosts as well as that of Inter-
net users, (Figure 1 [?]) has risen rapidly in recent years.
Even if we consider every host to contain only one Web site
(even though that is not true because each host contains
more than one sites) we end up with a vast amount of web
sites and consequently a large amount of information.
Together with the growth of the Internet we have also

experienced a substantial growth, in the number of Inter-
net users. The term "Internet users" refers to individuals,
businesses or special interest groups using the Internet to
either publish or acquire information.
Before ten or �fteen years most Internet users could be

considered experienced. The number of Internet users was
relatively small and usually had special knowledge on com-
puter networks and programming. In our days the situation
is very di�erent. The pro�le of the Internet is not so far
from the pro�le of an everyday person. The special skills
that are required to use the Internet have been limited to
the use of a mouse. It is easy to conclude by this fact that
the vast majority of today's Internet users can be consid-

Fig. 1. The gradual growth of WWW users (light) in relation to
the growth of Internet users (dark) in recent years in US/Canada
[16].

ered inexperienced in the �elds of computer programming,
web administration and computer networks.
It is almost common knowledge that one does not have

to understand HTML to "Surf the Web". This is a fact for
people that don't want to publish information on the In-
ternet but only want to browse. On the other hand, we can
conclude that more and more of the Internet users want to
publish information on the Internet. This of course brings
up the problem of HTML knowledge and other Internet
technologies. The question that can be asked at this point
is: "Does an Internet user have to know HTML and other
programming languages in order to create his/her own Web
Site?".
The answer to this question is di�erent according to what

we speci�cally mean by "Internet user". The individual In-
ternet user and the business Internet user will answer the
question di�erently because they intend to use the Inter-
net in di�erent ways. Even various types of business users
will provide di�erent answers, since not all have the same
available resources to invest into the Internet. What can
be concluded, in any case, is that the Internet users, are a
very diverse group of users. They have di�erent aims and
needs but most of them want to be actively present on the
World Wide Web.
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These di�erent aims and needs can be served by group-
ing them in an abstract manner. This approach can pro-
vide more general and more exible solutions. The main
disadvantage in this case is the production of web sites
which have a more or less similar structure. But, as we
stated above, this disadvantage is minor for the majority
of Internet users, since rapid web site development can be
considered as their main objective.
In this paper we �rst present the current situation and

then compare similar tools to e-DEDALUS (section 2). In
section 3 we continue with the reasons and the motivation
behind the attempt to develop a web tool for automated
and online web site creation. Then, in section 4, we present
the architecture of our tool accompanied with an example
that shows an implementation instance of a business web
site. In section 5 we point out the advantages and bene�ts
of the tool and, �nally, in section 6 we make some consider-
ations about future enhancements which could extend the
usage of the tool.
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II. Present situation - similar tools

Online web editors exist already and are widely used by
companies providing free web space. Most of them are
very plain and inexible tools which create a �xed number
of static, HTML web pages, only in English. A well known
tool that can be found at http://www.siteblazer.com is
SiteBlazer. SiteBlazer creates small business sites but it's
model requires the �tting of the company into a prede-
�ned category (e.g. automobile, bookstore). After exten-
sive research, no general purpose online tool was found on
the web, although there were several projects under way.
Those either require experience in web developing and they
have limited capabilities. On the other side, development
tools like Microsoft FrontPage can be used to construct any
kind of website one may wish, but extensive knowledge of

web technologies is fundamental in order to have satisfying
results produced.

There is also a number of o�ine tools that assist inex-
perienced users in creating web sites. Some of them o�er a
considerable amount of capabilities, while others are very
simple and can be compared with the online tools men-
tioned above. The �rst category includes tools such as
the widely used NetObjects Fusion [?] which o�ers dy-
namic database connectivity and e-commerce capabilities
with the use of a user friendly environment. The other cat-
egory contains tools like the Web Wizard [?] which have
limited capabilities and produce very simple web sites.

Some of the abilities of e-DEDALUS are compared with
similar characteristics of a sample of other web publishing
tools (Table 1). Three of them, homestead, SiteBlazer and
WebCity, are on-line tools like e-DEDALUS, while NetOb-
jects Fusion is an o�-line tool. In the case of the latter, it
is obvious that there is no distinction between "Character-
istics concerning the user" and "Characteristics concerning
the service provider".

Compared with the other on-line tools, e-DEDALUS has
some clear advantages. From the user's point of view, e-
DEDALUS is a simple, multilingual and easy to administer
tool which can o�er a great variety of styles and templates.
As for the service provider, platform independence and the
ability to translate the tool are two signi�cant features.

III. Motivation and goals

The motivation behind the idea to implement a tool that
can be useful to a large number of Internet users, in order to
assist them in publishing their web sites, lies in the current
situation of the Web. Statistics show that the number of
web pages that exist today is over 1.630.000.000 and is
growing at a pace of almost 0.2% every day [?]. If we
combine the number of web pages with the increase rate of
Internet hosts we can easily conclude that more and more
people want to publish information on the web every day. It
is also easy to conclude that as the number of Internet users
and publishers is rising the quality of published information
is getting worse. We can also assume that the computer
skills and knowledge of the average Internet user are not
what they used to be some years ago but are actually a lot
worse.

Apart from the exceptional growth rates, another major
characteristic of the Internet is the rapid aging of the infor-
mation itself. Out of date information can be considered
as no information at all. The need for updating informa-
tion is therefore crucial for any kind of web presence. Any
attempt to create a web publishing tool should take this
fact into consideration in order to incorporate easy to use
and eÆcient updating mechanisms.

These facts led us to believe that an application for web
site creation could be bene�cial to the Internet community
in two ways. The �rst goal that could be accomplished
is the goal of standard quality. Our application frees the
publisher from having to worry about the presentation of
his material and allows him to focus on the content itself.
Of course, as we all know, the presentation part plays a
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major role in order to attract potential users of the site.
That's why we have put in an extra e�ort to provide many
di�erent presentation templates that will surely satisfy a
large variety of users. Having done this we can ensure that
the quality of the pages contained in the publisher's web
site will be high. The other goal that we set out to accom-
plish was to be able to satisfy a wide range of web sites
and web publishing groups. This was our main goal and
we worked towards it from the beginning of our work. Fi-
nally, we aimed at providing an interface which simpli�es
the procedure of updating information. Thus, the whole
application is implemented in such a way that it ensures
multilingualism, diverse web site creation and future ex-
pansion. The methods used to accomplish these goals will
be explained in the following paragraphs.

In the next section we will describe the principles of our
design and the architecture of e-DEDALUS. We will also
present the basic steps that are required for the user in
order to have a web-site produced.

IV. Architecture

The tool consists of four basic parts, the wizard, the
administrator, the database and the �nal site (Figure 2).
The wizard is used to collect the information provided by
the publisher in order to create the web site in the �nal
step. This information is collected by input forms and is
forwarded to the �nal step where the actual insertion in the
database takes place. The reason for this implementation is
that we had to ensure that no data would be inserted in the
database prior to the completion of all the steps. Thus, in
order to avoid having incomplete datasets in the database
and considering the fact that PHP did not provide session
management at the time we begun the implementation of
the tool, we decided that all the data should be inserted
in the �nal step. The implementation of database scripts
that could erase incomplete datasets (e.g. PL/SQL) would
force us to be depended upon a speci�c database system.

The database design makes a distinction between trans-
latable and non-translatable �elds (e.g. emails and phone
numbers are non-translatable, while page titles are trans-
latable). For each entity we have two tables: ta-
ble data and table text. The table data tables contain
non-translatable �elds and table text tables contain trans-
latable �elds with an attribute that indicates the language
used. The translation of the �elds is done through a trans-
lation form. This concept allows multilingual presentations
of the site.

The �nal site is created during the last step of the wiz-
ard. During the �nal step, the user gets an automatically
created password which is to be used with the user's email
in order to get access to the administration wizard. The
only static part in the �nal web site is its layout, which
depends upon the template that the user has chosen. All
other data, style-data and user-input, are dynamically re-
trieved from the database.

administrator
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user site
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user
data

db
data

applicatio
n

data
user

data

db

data

application
data

Fig. 2. The application's architecture.

A. The wizard

The wizard interface is a sequence of basic steps in the
form of insertion forms. These forms are divided into three
logical groups depending on the kind of information that
the user provides. We distinguish between data that refer
to the user himself, like name, surname, email etc, which
are used only for logistic purposes. Next we have data that
will actually be presented in the site, like company data for
example. Finally, the user provides data that determine
the way the site will look, e.g. colours. Before the user can
enter any data he has to choose a language from the avail-
able in the database and the wizard will be presented in
that language. The wizard can be multilingually presented
through a concept that enables the dynamic loading from
the database of any text displayed to the user according to
his language preference.

To access the wizard visit: http://iapetos.ceid.upatras.-
gr:2000/wizard/start page of wiz.php3
An implementation instance of the wizard interface is

presented in the following section.

A.1 An implementation instance of the wizard

Initially, the wizard allows the selection of the type of
site that the user would like to create, e.g. commercial
(Figure 3) or hobbyist site. Depending on that choice, the
wizard asks for the required data, which are of two kinds:

� The data that will be stored in the user's data module
of the database.
� The data that will determine the look of the �nal site,
like templates, colors, fonts etc. This data has already been
inserted in the application data module of the database.
After the user has selected which of them he will use, those
are also copied to the user data module of the database.

During the last step, the wizard produces the user's site.
At this point we were presented with an implementation
choice. The site that would be the outcome of the wizard
interface could be stored into the web server's directories in
two ways. As static pages or as dynamic pages. In the dy-
namic version, no actual site would be created, just some
dynamic code. Every time a client requested the "site",
this code would produce dynamic content according to the
information inserted by the creator of the "site". On the
contrary, in the static version, the whole site would be ac-
tually stored in the web space. The dynamic, "on-the-y"
web site creation, provides an abstract approach and is
more elegant, though the performance disadvantages are
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Fig. 3. Steps required to produce a business site.

substantial. In the static version the conclusions are ex-
actly the opposite. We selected the static version because
the overhead, for the web server, by the "on the y" cre-
ation of web pages was quite substantial and performance
degraded.

insertion of personal data

name
surname

occupation
telephone

email

Fig. 4. The �rst step of the wizard.

Figure 4 shows a screenshot of an implementation in-
stance of the "wizard" when used to create a commercial
web site. In the �rst step information is collected about
the user himself (Figure 4). The data entered in this step
(name, surname, occupation, phone number and e-mail),
are stored in the database to keep a record of the user,
as well as to use his e-mail for login, in the administra-
tion wizard (described later on). During the next steps the
wizard gathers data about the company (such as: name,
email, address, timetable and choice of logo among some
images o�ered from the database, or even uploading user's
own logo). In the last step of the wizard, the user has an
option of plenty of styles and templates to choose from, for
the appearance of his web site. In every step of the wizard
there is a help button available with which the user can
read instructions for the completion of the forms.
In the �nal step of the wizard, the user can have an

overview of the �nal result of the appearance of his entire

web site. Additionally, he can change - in this step - the
text presented on the web site toolbar buttons.

B. The database

The database is used to store the data that the user en-
ters and additional data needed for the tool to operate. It
is divided into two independent parts, one holding applica-
tion data and the other holding the user's data. The ap-
plication data contain information like the available styles
and templates, or, more substantial language data, which
are used to provide a customized interface according to the
language the user chooses. The extension of the tool with
more languages is a very simple task. One, only needs to
determine the new language, the text in that language and
the position in the wizard in which this text will appear.

C. The administration wizard

The administration wizard is used for maintaining and
updating the web site and the information that the web site
contains. It allows the manipulation of the data already
inserted and the addition of new data. The user is free to
change every possible detail of the site as if he is creating an
entirely new site. The concept of the administration wizard
(Figure 5) is simple: the user can update all the relevant
data in the database or he can add new data, e.g. new
products, so he only has to interact with the database. The
actual html code is updated only when the presentation of
the web site is to be changed.

login page

task
selection

news
update

products
update

company
data

update

personal
data

update

visual
attributes

update

working
hours

update

Fig. 5. An outline of the administration interface.

An implementation instance of the administration inter-
face is presented in the following section.

C.1 An implementation instance of the administration wiz-
ard

The administration wizard allows the updating of all
data inserted by the user in the creation process of the
site. It has also been designed to be as easy to use as pos-
sible ([?]). The only entries that the user can't change are
his name and surname. If the user forgets his password
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([?]), he will receive it automatically just by entering his
email. With the administration wizard the user can delete
and create product categories, insert, delete and update
products for each product category, update the company's
opening hours, maintain his news section etc.

Site Administration

in order to logon,
you have to enter

your personal email

login:
password:

apo@cti.gr

*******

Fig. 6. The page used to log into the administration wizard.

D. Creation of the site

After the last step of the wizard is completed, all the
data that was in the form of variables, is inserted into the
database. The technique of "carrying" the data inserted
by the user through all the steps of the wizard was chosen
in order to ensure that no data would be inserted into the
database until the �nal step. For the insertion of the data,
the incorporated ODBC-functions of PHP ([?], [?]) are
used. Then, a new folder is created in the directory of
the Web-Server, named "site <id of the user>" (example
site-s). This folder contains the site's images, as well as
the appropriate PHP3 �les. The �nal site that uses the
data from the database to present the information the user
wants to publish. This on-the-y approach provides many
advantages as shown in [?].

In the following paragraphs we will describe an imple-
mentation instance of all three Web interfaces of our tool.
The implementation instance is that of a commercial web
site. The processes of site creation and editing will be thor-
oughly described as well as the �nal outcome of the proce-
dure, which is the resulting web site.

D.1 Final Result - An implementation instance

In our implementation instance the �nal site consists of
seven PHP pages. The pages contained in the web server
are:

� An introduction page that is a page containing informa-
tion about the company (address, phone number, opening
hours etc).
� A contact page through which users can send email mes-
sages to the company.

� A news page which can be updated at any time by the
owner of the page through the administration wizard.
� A company timetable page that holds information about
the company working hours.
� A product category that contains the categories of prod-
ucts that the company provides together with some short
descriptions.
� Two speci�c products page that contain speci�c product
information such as product presentation, purchase costs
etc.

The product categories pages contain links to the prod-
uct page for each product category. These work like tem-
plates, retrieving dynamically all the data they present
from the database. This allows easy updating of the web
site through the administration wizard, which only needs to
update the database entries and not the actual web pages.

V. Advantages and benefits of the tool

The advantages of our tool, when compared to other sim-
ilar online and o�ine applications, are signi�cant. We have
grouped these advantages into two major categories. The
advantages that facilitate the user and the advantages that
facilitate the provider of the online application. Before we
go on to describe the speci�c advantages of the tool we will
present the basic advantage that is a result of the architec-
ture that was presented in Figure 2.

The basic advantage of our tool is reusability. With mi-
nor changes in the design of the database or the web inter-
faces, the tool is ready to provide functionality to a variety
of Internet users. In other words a company and a home
user can both use the tool to produce their web sites. This
is possible because of the design architecture that was fol-
lowed, and is explained in Figure 7.

After de�ning some potential user target groups we
mapped all wizard �elds of every potentially created web
site into one database column. This is easily understood by
the following example. The path of the image representing
the logo of the company in the company web site is stored
into the database. The same is done with the path of the
picture of a user when creating a personal home page. We
mapped both paths to the same database column. Even
though they represent di�erent entities, the database does
not distinguish between them. In other words the database
holds all data for all potentially created sites in the same
tables and the distinction between them, as well as how
they will be shown on the web page, partially relies on the
user and partially relies on our implementation strategies.
It is easy to conclude that by mapping wizard �elds one to
one we can create any type of web site and a corresponding
wizard without having to change the database or web inter-
face structure. Furthermore, due to the underlying struc-
ture of the tool, enhancements in the direction of the style
and feeling of the �nally produced site are very easy to do.
This is because we make a distinction between the data the
site presents and the way they are presented. Moreover, the
presentation is based on two modules: a style module and
a template module. The style module de�nes attributes
such as colors, font styles and sizes and the template mod-
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Fig. 7. The expansion architecture of the tool.

ule de�nes the placement of the site's components e.g. the
position of the navigation bar.

A. Advantages for the user

There are many advantages and bene�ts for the user
of the tool. These advantages are the key features that
di�erentiate our tool from every other similar application
([?],[?],[?],[?],[?],[?]), either online or o�ine. The advan-
tages are:

� Simplicity: The obvious advantage for the user of the tool
is simplicity and user friendliness. The user does not need
to have any speci�c knowledge of any kind of programming
language or HTML to use it.
� Modi�ability: With the administration wizard the user
can modify all of the pages of his web site. There are
many options in the administration wizard. The user is
able to change all of his personal data, as well as all the

data inserted.
� Variety of styles and Templates: except for the interface
used for inserting, editing and deleting data (referred to
previously as the Wizard and administration interfaces) a
lot of attention has been given to the actual interface of
the resulting web site ([?],[?]).
� Remote administration: Another very important advan-
tage for the publisher is that they are able to administer
their web site from everywhere in the world by using a PC
with an Internet connection and no special software, other
than a browser.
� Multilingual support: As we have mentioned earlier in
the paper the tool supports multilingual web sites but at
the moment it only supports Greek and English wizards.
� Prompt creation and publication of the site: There is no
need of uploading the material created as well as practically
no knowledge of the web server technology.
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� The tool could also have an educational usage in the
future too.

B. Advantages for the service provider

Except for the advantages that the tool provides to the
potential publishers, it also provides some advantages to
the Service provider that will decide to host the tool. The
most important advantages for the Service provider are the
following:
� Platform independence: Considering that our tool has
access through the web, there is no need for the host to
provide a special platform.
� Database independence: All database calls have been
implemented with PHP-ODBC functions which frees the
service provider from the need to use a speci�c database
system.
� Automatic creation of web sites: This advantage refers to
the fact that once the tool is installed, the service provider
does not have to worry about maintenance or other costs.
� Tool Translation: The service provider can easily add
new languages.

VI. Future enhancements

The tool that we have described in this paper has many
unique features but can also be considered as a prototype.
The aim is to provide a much more extended variety of
features. The tool is designed in such a way that its fu-
ture feature expansion will require minimum redesign of
the database and the web interface. Some of the future
enhancements that we intend to o�er through the tool are:
� A user oriented "wizard": At the moment, the wizard
contains many "static" �elds and options. It produces a
fully operational web site but the user is still "manipu-
lated" by the wizard to a certain path of web site creation.
Potentially, and with very minor additions to the database,
as well as a new, initial step in the wizard, the tool will be
useful to almost every Internet user, who wants to create a
web site of any kind. The idea is to let the user �rst de�ne
the wizard and its steps and then let them use that wizard
to create their site.
� Used as a Learning tool: In future versions we intend to
provide HTML and PHP learning capabilities to our tool.
We consider the knowledge of certain web technologies to
be very important to all potential web publishers. Since
we automatically create the HTML and the required PHP3
�les we would like to provide the user with a step by step
preview of what he has created (in terms of HTML or PHP
code).

VII. Conclusions

In this paper we have described an online web based tool
that can create diverse and multilingual web sites requiring
minimum "technical" knowledge by its users. The tool is
under experimental use and evaluation at the University of
Patras, Greece and will be given for public use in the near
future. Considering the facts that there aren't many similar
applications available and that none provide features like
multilingual support, we believe that the tool will be very

useful to potential Internet content publishers. Of course
there are still many enhancements that can be applied to
the tool but even with its present features it can compete
with other similar applications.

We must point out though, that we consider the knowl-
edge of basic HTML and other web technologies to be a
basic asset for anyone that wishes to publish content on the
Web. This is why we intend to use the tool as a learning
tool in the way that we described above. On the other hand
since it is not possible to require special knowledge from
every potential publisher, and since the Internet should re-
main open to all users, we strongly feel that applications
such as the one described in this paper will be widely used
in the future.
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